Optimize your economic and harvest planning using the TF Yield Map and TF Yield Forecast [t/ha].

Plan your plant protection measures with an optimized risk assessment using the TF Biomass Map [t/ha].

Optimize your target yield with the TF Yield Potential Map based on multi-year crop growth simulations and the TF Base Map [t/ha].

Get valuable information for your crop management and a basis for your application maps via the TF Base Map, which shows the persistent relative fertility based on multi-year satellite images [± %].

Apply a cost-efficient solution for soil probing using the satellite-based TF Zone Map.

Satellite images provide overview, show patterns and allow estimation of in-field heterogeneity. We show you how to use this information in your decision making process.

Talking Fields Services uncover the site-characteristics of your farm and quantify current biomass and yield.

Contact us with all your questions regarding satellite information for your farm!

Your field is talking to you.
We know how to listen.

WWW.TALKINGFIELDS.DE

WWW.VISTA-GEO.DE